PROGRAM GUIDE

Week 9
Sunday February 26th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Popasia - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination for all
things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest Asian
celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and activities
in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a must-see
live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

10:00 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

10:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:30 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

1:00 pm

Dead Set On Life - The French Connection - Matty and Rang head to Hanoi to check out
Vietnam’s growing restaurant scene and meet up with a few French ex-pats to sample
some of the best French inspired Vietnamese dishes. (S.2 Ep.2) (From Canada)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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1:30 pm

The Island With Bear Grylls USA - No Water, No Life - It is day two on the Island and
the men have yet to find fresh drinking water. As they expend precious energy in the
tireless search to find hydration, the realisation that their days may be numbered hits the
men square in the face. (Ep.2) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

2:25 pm

United Shades Of America - The Fountain Of Youth - Spring breakers and retirees
seem to be on the opposite sides of life but in Florida, both are making sure to get the most
out of every day. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

3:10 pm

Big Cats Of The Gulf - Thanks to Arab Instagrammers flaunting endangered pets as
status symbols, Kuwait's animal trafficking industry is flourishing. Charlet Duboc
investigates the deadly consequences. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

3:40 pm

Long Shot - Viceland profiles a Texas company that has created a powerful new rifle that
can aim by itself, allowing rookie shooters to hit targets over 900 metres. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A)

4:10 pm

Billy On The Street - Ask an Asian! - Billy plays 'Cash Face' and sings 'You Look Really
Good for You'! Don't miss this one! (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Community - Intro to Felt Surrogacy - When Dean Pelton finds the group nervously
sitting around in the study room, it’s clear that something is troubling them. Though no one
wants to talk about it, the dean encourages them to use puppet therapy to give voice to
what’s bothering them. So everyone takes up their felt puppet likenesses to recall a recent
boring Friday at Greendale. Stars Joel McHale and Gillian Jacobs. (S.4,Ep.9) (From the
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Community - Intro To Knots - Jeff organises a Christmas party at his apartment but
Annie secretly invites Professor Cornwallis to get in his good graces. When it becomes
apparent that Professor Cornwallis intends to give them a bad grade on their joint history
paper, the atmosphere quickly deteriorates and the group takes decisive action. Stars Joel
McHale and Gillian Jacobs, with guest star Malcolm McDowell. (S.4,Ep.10) (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:25 pm

Vice Does America - The Four Presidents And The Sweaty Senator - Abdullah,
Wilbert, and Martina visit Mt. Rushmore, sleep in a Lakota teepee to protest the Keystone
Pipeline, and meet Ted Cruz and call hogs at the Iowa State Fair. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:50 pm

Vice Does America - The Creationist And The Oval Office - Abdullah, Wilbert, and
Martina visit a Creationist museum in Texas and discuss the politics of evolution. They
hang out in a fake Oval Office before taking a ride in JFK's car. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

6:20 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G
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7:15 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

8:30 pm

VICE - Terrorist University And Armageddon Now - Dagestan is a hotbed for Muslim
extremism in Russia. It is in the throes of a violent insurgency, and its jihadi fighters have
been behind many high profile terrorist plots around the world. In fact, the Boston Bomber
Tamerlan Tsarnaev spent six months there the year before he carried out his deadly
attack. In order to understand why so many terrorists are coming out of the region, and to
see firsthand what Tamerlan learned during his time there, Shane Smith heads to
Dagestan to follow in terrorists' footsteps. (S.2 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
M(V) **New Episode**

9:05 pm

VICE - Rocky Mountain High And North Korean Defectors - The legalisation of
marijuana in the United States is now a reality. On January 1 of 2016, Colorado lifted the
prohibition on recreational marijuana use and now cannabis vendors can sell the drug from
seed to smoke. This great experiment has subsequently brought forth a gold rush mentality
for entrepreneurs seeking to capitalise on the nascent industry. At the same time, Mexican
cartels are projected to potentially lose up to several billion dollars in profits. Federal laws
make it difficult for businesses to use banks, giving life to highly trained security forces that
protect weed profits. Businessmen, and even lawmakers are trying to capitalise on the
potential success of the end of marijuana prohibition. David Choe looks at the rising
entrepreneurs and businesses of this ever-growing trade. (S.2 Ep.6) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Class. tba) **New Episode**

9:35 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
M(S,L) **New Series Premiere**

10:25 pm

Gaycation - Japan - Actress Ellen Page (Juno, Inception) and her best friend, Ian Daniel,
set off on a journey to explore LGBTQI cultures around the world. From Japan to Brazil,
they discover the multiplicity of LGBTQI experiences through amazing people and their
stories of struggle and triumph in this Emmy-nominated program. Ellen and Ian are in
Japan, on a journey which includes getting friend-married at a Buddhist temple, working at
a rent-a-friend agency and partying in the world's smallest gay bar. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(S)

11:15 pm

Gaycation - Brazil - Ellen and Ian arrive in Rio during Carnival to find out how Brazil’s
queer community live in a place with the highest LGBTQ murder rate in the world. (S.1
Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Sexuality) (Rpt) M(A,L)
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12:10 am

VICE - Terrorist University And Armageddon Now - Dagestan is a hotbed for Muslim
extremism in Russia. It is in the throes of a violent insurgency, and its jihadi fighters have
been behind many high profile terrorist plots around the world. In fact, the Boston Bomber
Tamerlan Tsarnaev spent six months there the year before he carried out his deadly
attack. In order to understand why so many terrorists are coming out of the region, and to
see firsthand what Tamerlan learned during his time there, Shane Smith heads to
Dagestan to follow in terrorists' footsteps. (S.2 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(V)

12:45 am

VICE - Rocky Mountain High And North Korean Defectors - The legalisation of
marijuana in the United States is now a reality. On January 1 of 2016, Colorado lifted the
prohibition on recreational marijuana use and now cannabis vendors can sell the drug from
seed to smoke. This great experiment has subsequently brought forth a gold rush mentality
for entrepreneurs seeking to capitalise on the nascent industry. At the same time, Mexican
cartels are projected to potentially lose up to several billion dollars in profits. Federal laws
make it difficult for businesses to use banks, giving life to highly trained security forces that
protect weed profits. Businessmen, and even lawmakers are trying to capitalise on the
potential success of the end of marijuana prohibition. David Choe looks at the rising
entrepreneurs and businesses of this ever-growing trade. (S.2 Ep.6) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

1:20 am

Balls Deep - Zen And The Art Of High Society - Thomas follows Zen Buddhist Tracey
Ryan as he floats through the moneyed world of the New York art scene and builds a
human rhizome of creativity, entrepreneurial largesse, and fun. (S.2 Ep.7) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. Tba)

1:50 am

Balls Deep - Valley Goths - Thomas descends into the goth scene of suburban LA to see
what's changed since he left it, many lugubrious teenage moons ago. (S.2 Ep.8) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

2:20 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil,
no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Favela Rising - This film tells the story of a man and a movement, a city divided and a
favela (Brazilian squatter settlement) united. Haunted by the murders of his family and
many of his friends, Anderson Sá is a former drug-trafficker who turns social revolutionary
in Rio de Janeiro's most feared slum. Through hip-hop music, the rhythms of the street,
and Afro-Brazilian dance he rallies his community to counteract the violent oppression
enforced by teenage drug armies and sustained by corrupt police. At the dawn of
liberation, just as collective mobility is overcoming all odds and Anderson's grassroots Afro
Reggae movement is at the height of its success, a tragic accident threatens to silence the
movement forever. (From Brazil, in Portuguese, English subtitles) (Documentary) (Rpt)
M(V,A,W) WS

1:30 pm

Women's Letters - On the battle fields of the First World War, the nurse Simon patches
up the shattered faces of the infantrymen with love letters. These words from beloved
women have the power to heal the wounds of these paper soldiers. (From France, in
French) (Short Film) (Animation) (Rpt) M(A) CC

1:40 pm

Dead Set On Life - The French Connection - Matty and Rang head to Hanoi to check out
Vietnam’s growing restaurant scene and meet up with a few French ex-pats to sample
some of the best French inspired Vietnamese dishes. (S.2 Ep.2) (From Canada) (Rpt) PG
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2:10 pm

Weediquette - Cannabis In Congo - Krishna travels to Congo to meet the mbuti pygmies,
female dealers, and farmers in rebel territories who all smoke and sell weed as a way to
make a living. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(D,A)

3:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

3:30 pm

VICE - Rocky Mountain High And North Korean Defectors - The legalisation of
marijuana in the United States is now a reality. On January 1 of 2016, Colorado lifted the
prohibition on recreational marijuana use and now cannabis vendors can sell the drug from
seed to smoke. This great experiment has subsequently brought forth a gold rush mentality
for entrepreneurs seeking to capitalise on the nascent industry. At the same time, Mexican
cartels are projected to potentially lose up to several billion dollars in profits. Federal laws
make it difficult for businesses to use banks, giving life to highly trained security forces that
protect weed profits. Businessmen, and even lawmakers are trying to capitalise on the
potential success of the end of marijuana prohibition. David Choe looks at the rising
entrepreneurs and businesses of this ever-growing trade. (S.2 Ep.6) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

4:00 pm

Space Dandy - This dreamy adventurer with a to-die-for pompadour travels across the
galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. Each new species he discovers
earns him a hefty reward, but this dandy has to be quick on his feet because it's first come
- first served! Accompanied by his sidekicks, a rundown robot named QT and Meow the
cat-looking space alien, Dandy bravely explores unknown worlds inhabited by a variety of
aliens. (From Japan, in English) (Animation Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Bullet Baloney - The MythBusters take on five filmic firearm cliches: Will a
bent-barreled shot gun fire? Can you fire a gun in space? Will a gun dropped in a deep
fryer go off? What weird items will stop a bullet? Plus find out if a neon sign will really
explode when hit by a bullet. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Travel Man - Seville - Richard Ayoade packs his carry-on case and resumes his quest to
show the world how to enjoy an optimal 48 hours away. This week Richard is joined by
comedian, actor, writer and Catastrophe star Rob Delany for two days in and, roughly
speaking, around, the city of Seville in southern Spain. Together they explore Europe’s
sunniest city, learn to dance flamenco, eat tapas and take a road trip to the Wild West.
The results are fast, funny and strangely informative. (S.2 Ep.5) (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

7:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

South Park - Fishsticks - Jimmy comes up with the funniest joke of all time, but Cartman
insists on taking part of the credit. However, Kanye West doesn't get the joke, and vows
revenge on the person who came up with it. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series)
(Rpt) M (S) CC

8:30 pm

F-ck That's Delicious - Everybody Loves Chicago - The cast of FTD thoroughly indulge
in all of Chicago's culinary offerings. Action Bronson and the gang hit up everything from
Michelin-starred restaurants to Polish Festivals. (S.2 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Class. tba) **New Episode**

8:55 pm

Dead Set On Life - Matty, Son Of Bear - French Canadians are known for having a
strong cultural identity. Matty investigates the uniqueness of Quebecois culture through a
number of unusual subcultures, including LARPing. (S.2 Ep.6) (From Canada)
(Documentary Series) (Class.tba) **New Episode**

9:20 pm

11:15 pm

MOVIE:
Teenage Kicks - Seventeen year old Miklos Varga's plans to escape his migrant family
and run away with his best friend Dan are crushed by the accidental death of his older
brother Tomi. Only Mik knows the events that led to this tragedy, and he is suddenly forced
to navigate his guilt and explosive sexuality to find the man he can become. (From
Australia) (Movie) (Drama) (2016) (Class. tba)
MOVIE:
Gerontophilia - When 18-year old Lake gets a job in a nursing home, he develops an
attraction for an elderly man. Discovering that the patients are being over-medicated to
make them easier to manage, Lake decides to help the elderly man escape, resulting in a
humorous and heartfelt road trip that strengthens their bond. Directed by Bruce LaBruce
and stars Pier-Gabriel Lajoie, Walter Borden and Katie Boland. (From Canada, in English
and French) (Comedy) (2013) MA(S,N)

12:50 am

Gaycation - Jamaica - Ellen and Ian touchdown in Jamaica and explore how the queer
community is seen through Jamaica’s most iconic exports: dancehall music and the ‘one
love’ philosophy of Rastafari. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(S,A)

1:40 am

Desus And Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.17) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class.tba)
**New Episode**

2:10 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

2:40 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.
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3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Nepali News - News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Oldboys - When senior Danish soccer player Vagn is stranded during a team trip to
Sweden, a young stranger offers to drive him to the team’s next stop. What Vagn doesn’t
know is that his new friend is an ex-con driving a stolen car. Nominated for two Danish
Bodil Awards in 2010, including Best Film. Directed by Nikolaj Steen and stars Kristian
Halken, Robert Hansen and Laura Christensen. (From Denmark, in Danish and Swedish)
(Comedy) (2009) (Rpt) M (S,L)

1:50 pm

Auschwitz On My Mind - Follows the journey of Roy, a 17-year-old Israeli teenager, trying
to win the affection of a girl from his class while they both travel in Poland with their school
between Holocaust memorials and death camps. (From Israel, in Hebrew) (Short) (Rpt) PG

2:05 pm

Weediquette - Mary Janes - Can the booming business of marijuana become the first
gender-equal industry? Krishna meets women working across the pot trade who are trying
to put the Mary back in Mary Jane. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
M(D,A)

3:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Space Dandy - This dreamy adventurer with a to-die-for pompadour travels across the
galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. This episode, Dandy’s dead broke,
so he agrees to pose as Scarlett’s boyfriend in exchange for some cold hard cash. Does
true love stand a chance when you’re paying your date? (From Japan, in English)
(Animation Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Exploding Still/Moonshine Run - In this moonshiner-inspired episode, the
MythBusters find out if an exploding moonshine still could blow your house down and if you
really could use hooch to fuel an unmodified car on a "moonshine run". (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Travel Man - Venice - Richard Ayoade is joined by Jo Brand for a fast, funny and
ruthlessly efficient 48 hours in Venice. In just two days the pair to learn to row a gondola,
see the city’s most famous sights, trial an interactive tour, try the Venetian version of tapas,
and explore the world of masks. (S.2 Ep.6) (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

South Park - Pinewood Derby - It's Pinewood Derby time in South Park, and Stan and
Randy are working furiously to build the best car possible. While working on the Derby car,
Randy has acquired a very special component, a superconducting magnet, to help Stan
secure a first place victory. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC

8:30 pm

Noisey - Nashville With Kesha, Jellyroll - In this episode, Noisey meets hustlers, rebels
and outsiders in the country music capital of the world.(S.2 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Class. tba) **New Episode**
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9:20 pm

Atlanta - The Big Bang - Atlanta is the acclaimed, multiple Golden Globe Award-winning
comedy drama created, co-written, produced by and starring lauded musician and actor
Donald Glover (also known as Childish Gambino). It follows the lives of Earn Marks, a
young Princeton dropout with a two-year-old daughter and his rapper cousin Alfred 'Paper
Boi' Miles (Brian Tyree Henry), who break into Atlanta's music industry scene and get their
lives off the ground. In this first episode, Earn tries to convince Paper Boi to let him be his
manager. But their business meeting is interrupted, leading to an unexpected tour for the
pair. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(D,L) **New Series Premiere**

9:50 pm

Atlanta - Streets On Lock - Earn and Alfred (aka Paper Boi) are arrested. Alfred's
arrested on bond, while Earn remains in holding as he waits to be processed. Paper Boi's
arrest does wonders for his reputation, but not without consequences. Meanwhile, still
inside the joint, Earn is left to contend with a wide variety of repeat offenders, each more
outrageous than the last. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(L) **New Episode**

10:15 pm

Desus And Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.18) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class.
Tba) **New Episode**

10:45 pm

Gaycation - USA - Ellen and Ian take a road trip from Iowa to New York City. In the battle
between religious liberty and the fight for LGBTQI rights, they see the highs and lows of
the movement. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(L)

11:35 pm

MOVIE:
Geography Club - At Goodkind High School, a group of students of varying sexual
orientation form an after-school club as a discreet way to share their feelings and
experiences. (From the US) (Film) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt) M(L)

1:05 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

1:40 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and
current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news, in
English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

African News - African news in English from France 24.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
The First Day Of The Rest Of Your Life - Five random days in the lives of a French
family, spread out over twelve years, paint a telling picture of the ups and downs of human
relationships in this comedy-drama from France. Winner of three César Awards in 2009,
including Most Promising Actor and Actress. Directed by Rémi Bezançon and stars
Jacques Gamblin, Zabou Breitman and Déborah François. (From France, in French)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M(S,D,A,L)

2:00 pm

Feral - A wild boy is found in the woods by a solitary hunter and brought back to
civilisation. Alienated by a strange new environment, the boy tries to adapt by using the
same strategies that kept him safe in the forest. (From the US) (Short Film) (Animation)
(2011) (Rpt) CC

2:15 pm

Weediquette - Half Baked - Krishna heads to Washington DC to find out how partial pot
legalisation works; and then to Amsterdam to see how decades of weed tolerance, not full
legalisation, has played out. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(D,A)

3:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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3:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:05 pm

Space Dandy - This dreamy adventurer with a to-die-for pompadour travels across the
galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. This episode, Dandy must
confront a painful memory from his past when a four-dimensional ex-girlfriend shows up
looking for help avoiding the bounty hunter’s two-dimensional former rival! (From Japan, in
English) (Animation Series) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Mythbusters - Laws Of Attraction - On this sizzling hot episode the team investigates the
Laws of Attraction. Adam and Jamie ask is the follicular fable, gentlemen prefer blondes,
fact or fair haired fiction. Then they take on internet based claims of irresistible pheromone
sprays in sexy scents. And do we really get dumber when turned on by an attractive
member of the opposite sex? Adam and Jamie perform a 'brain drain' to find out.
Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory whip up a controversial storm in a d-cup. In the service
industry, do bigger breasts really mean bigger tips? And finally it’s love-onomics. Does
wealth really woo women - consciously - or otherwise does money talk? (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

Travel Man - Dubai - Richard Ayoade stretches the description of the mini break to the
limit as he heads to the United Arab Emirates, and the oil rich city of Dubai. Joining him on
this affront to austerity is actor and comedian Johnny Vegas. (S.2 Ep.7) (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

South Park - I'm a Little Bit Country - Stan, Kyle, Kenny and Cartman join some anti-war
protesters because it's a free pass out of school for the day. Their simple plan to protest
their way out of class goes south when they find themselves in the middle of the two
opposing sides of the war issue. Their teacher, Mr Garrison, an extreme supporter of the
war, retaliates by assigning them book reports on the country's founding fathers.
Meanwhile, Cartman induces his own flashback to avoid studying and travels back to
1776, where he plays an important role in the historic signing of the Declaration of
Independence. (From the US, in English) (Animated Comedy Series) M (L,V) (Rpt) CC WS
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8:30 pm

Gaycation Presents: Orlando - In this special presentation from Gaycation, Ellen Page
and Ian Daniel travel to Orlando in the wake of the massacre at Pulse nightclub. (From the
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

9:20 pm

Balls Deep - Bears - At Bear Week, the burliest members of the gay community revel in
their heft, hair, and heartiest hankerings. Will Thomas find love in Provincetown? (S.1
Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(S)

9:50 pm

11:35 pm

MOVIE:
I Love You Philip Morris - A cop turns con man once he comes out of the closet. Once
imprisoned, he meets the second love of his life, whom he'll stop at nothing to be with.
Stars Jim Carrey, Ewan McGregor, Leslie Mann. (From the US) (Movie) (Comedy) (2009)
MA(S,L)
MOVIE:
Madame Sata - A story inspired by the life of one of the most remarkable figures in
Brazilian popular culture, Joao Francisco dos Santos. In turn bandit, transvestite, street
fighter, brothel cook, convict and father to seven adopted children, dos Santos - better
known as Madame Sata - was also a notorious gay performer who pushed social
boundaries in a volatile time. Directed by Karim Ainouz and stars Lazaro Ramos, Marcelia
Cartaxo and Flavio Bauraqui. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama) (2002) (Rpt) MA
(L,S,D)

1:30 am

Desus And Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.19) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class.
Tba) **New Episode**

2:00 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

2:30 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu),
in Somali, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

1:55 pm

MOVIE:
Birdwatchers - An Amazonian Guarani tribe makes a modest living entertaining tourists,
however life is much tougher on their reservation. When village elder Nádio decides to
move his people back to their ancestral homelands, they anger local land owners who now
occupy the land. Then, when one of the young tribesmen falls for a farmer's daughter,
tensions escalate to dangerous proportions. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008
Venice Film Festival. Directed by Marco Bechis and stars Claudio Santamaria, Alicélia
Batista Cabreira and Chiara Caselli. (From Brazil, in Guarani and Portuguese) (Drama)
(2008) (Rpt) M (A,N,S,L)
Butterflies - A young artist sits on the sidewalk, struggling to make a living. She makes
drawings for the passersby. A businessman recognises her talents and offers her a paying
job. The prospect seems inviting but the reality threatens to kill her imagination. Winner of
Best Animation, Sydney Film Festival, Dendy Short Film Awards, 2013. Stars Rachel
Griffiths, Nicolas Hope and Henry Nixon. (Australia) (Short Film) (Animation) (2012) (Rpt)
PG CC
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2:05 pm

Gaycation - Japan - Actress Ellen Page (Juno, Inception) and her best friend, Ian Daniel,
set off on a journey to explore LGBTQI cultures around the world. From Japan to Brazil,
they discover the multiplicity of LGBTQI experiences through amazing people and their
stories of struggle and triumph in this Emmy-nominated program. Ellen and Ian are in
Japan, on a journey which includes getting friend-married at a Buddhist temple, working at
a rent-a-friend agency and partying in the world's smallest gay bar. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(S)

3:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Space Dandy - This dreamy adventurer with a to-die-for pompadour travels across the
galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. This episode, a seeminglyharmless trip to Boobies ends with Dandy on trial for the murder of a very rare alien. When
his friends are called to testify, the situation goes from bad - to worse! (From Japan, in
English) (Animation Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Do Try This At Home Special - For years the Mythbusters team have told
you to leave the busting to the professionals. But that’s all about to change. Every
MythBuster has to start somewhere - and there’s no place like home. Our team has
collected a handful of myths that can be busted in the comfort of your own workshop without the need for explosives, catapults or a fire extinguisher. (From the US)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

Travel Man - Berlin - Richard Ayoade heads to the uber cool capital of Germany, Berlin
for a 48 hour Teutonic twirl. Joining him for a cultural fix is writer, actor and comedian
Roisin Conaty. (S.2 Ep.8) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

7:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)
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8:00 pm

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator
Samantha Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and
relevant issues in her very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha
tackles the taboo topics in a way that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt)
M

8:30 pm

Cyberwar - Israel: Cyber Power - Israel is one of the world’s cyber super powers. So how
did this tiny nation grow so strong, and who is it targeting? (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) PG **New Episode**

8:55 pm

Vice Does America - The Village And The Nation's Capital - Abdullah, Wilbert, and
Martina visit an African village in South Carolina and Wilbert is given a new name. Then on
to their final destination: the White House. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
PG **New Episode**

9:20 pm

Gaycation - Ukraine - Ellen Page and Ian Daniel head to Ukraine two years after the
revolution and meet with the LGBTQI activists fighting for visibility and equality in a postSoviet nation. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

10:15 pm

Inside The Chinese Closet - The father of a successful Chinese architect named Andy is
worried. Andy, who lives in Shanghai, has come out of the closet and his father's
overcome with shame. Cherry's mother is struggling with a similar issue because her
daughter's attracted to women. The parents of both Cherry and Andy start looking for a
way of covering up, and conclude that their suffering would be eased by a marriage of
convenience, followed by children. This documentary follows Andy and Cherry in their
frantic efforts to find 'acceptable' partners. Their stories shed light on a nation in transition.
China's modernising rapidly, but older generations are still clinging to old-fashioned values.
(From China, in Mandarin) (Documentary) PG CC

11:15 pm

Gay Conversion Therapy - In this special report, VICE gets exclusive access to one of
the hundreds of gay conversion therapy organisations, groups, and sessions in the United
States. At the Journey into Manhood program, men pay more than $600 to attend a
weekend retreat where they participate in exercises and activities the staff members claim
will help them battle their same-sex orientation. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L)

12:05 am

Desus And Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.20) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class.
Tba) **New Episode**

12:30 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)
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1:00 am

VICE - Terrorist University And Armageddon Now - Dagestan is a hotbed for Muslim
extremism in Russia. It is in the throes of a violent insurgency, and its jihadi fighters have
been behind many high profile terrorist plots around the world. In fact, the Boston Bomber
Tamerlan Tsarnaev spent six months there the year before he carried out his deadly
attack. In order to understand why so many terrorists are coming out of the region, and to
see firsthand what Tamerlan learned during his time there, Shane Smith heads to
Dagestan to follow in terrorists' footsteps. (S.2 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(V)

1:35 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and European
news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Armenian News - News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Anything For Her - When his wife is wrongfully imprisoned for murder, and all legal
avenues exhausted, unassuming school teacher Julien conspires to bust her out of prison.
However, Julien soon finds himself well out of his depth as he falls deeper and deeper into
the criminal underworld. Nominated for Best First Film at the 2009 César Awards. Directed
by Fred Cavayé and stars Vincent Lindon, Diane Kruger and Lancelot Roch. (From
France, in French) (Thriller) (2008) (Rpt) M(V,L)

1:45 pm

My Father's Truck - 10 years old Mai Vy skips school to help her father with his
passenger truck for hire. Outside the classroom she learns the way things really are in the
world. (From Vietnam, in Vietnamese) (Short) (Drama) (Rpt) PG(A)

2:05 pm

Gaycation - Brazil - Ellen and Ian arrive in Rio during Carnival to find out how Brazil’s
queer community live in a place with the highest LGBTQ murder rate in the world. (S.1
Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Sexuality) (Rpt) PG

3:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Space Dandy - This dreamy adventurer with a to-die-for pompadour travels across the
galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. This episode, Dr Gel finally
captures Dandy, which sparks an ultra-destructive space war that could end the universe.
Meanwhile, Honey and Scarlet team up with QT and Meow to save their favourite bounty
hunter! (From Japan, in English) (Animation Series) (Rpt) PG
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Driving This Crazy - Take the edge of your seat, buckle up, and hang on
because the team is Driving This Crazy and solving three car crimes from Hollywood! First
up Adam and Jamie tackle the tinsel town tall tale of the Cliff Top Push. When two cars try
and knock each off the road it always results in a long and difficult fender-bending duel.
Adam and Jamie go head to head to find out. Then in Two Wheel WipeOut Adam and
Jamie wonder if the silver screen trick of tipping up on to 2 wheels and driving sideways is
as easy as it seems. And finally, Wanted Car Flip. In 'Wanted' James McAvoy uses
Angelina Jolie's Corvette as a ramp to flip into a barrel roll, a movie move Kari, Grant and
Tory can’t wait to test! (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

VICE - Fighting Changes - VICE goes ringside in Senegal to learn about laamb, a cross
between Greco-Roman wrestling and dancing, and Shane Smith investigates rising sea
levels in the Maldives. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

7:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

Hyundai A-League: Sydney FC V Melbourne Victory - David Zdrilic and Craig Foster
host live coverage of the Hyundai A-League Round 22 as Sydney FC take on Melbourne
Victory at Allianz Stadium, with Lucy Zelic reporting pitch side. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)
**Live**

10:15 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

11:10 pm

Gaycation - France - Ian travels to France, a city he once lived in as a student, to look at
what it's like for LGBTQI people whose stories and struggles are often hidden. (S.2 Ep.4)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(N,A,L)

12:00 am

Noisey - Nashville With Kesha, Jellyroll - In this episode, Noisey meets hustlers, rebels
and outsiders in the country music capital of the world.(S.2 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
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4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Driving This Crazy - Take the edge of your seat, buckle up, and hang on
because the team is Driving This Crazy and solving three car crimes from Hollywood! First
up Adam and Jamie tackle the tinsel town tall tale of the Cliff Top Push. When two cars try
and knock each off the road it always results in a long and difficult fender-bending duel.
Adam and Jamie go head to head to find out. Then in Two Wheel WipeOut Adam and
Jamie wonder if the silver screen trick of tipping up on to 2 wheels and driving sideways is
as easy as it seems. And finally, Wanted Car Flip. In 'Wanted' James McAvoy uses
Angelina Jolie's Corvette as a ramp to flip into a barrel roll, a movie move Kari, Grant and
Tory can’t wait to test! (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:00 pm

Hyundai A-League: Sydney FC V Melbourne Victory - David Zdrilic and Craig Foster
host live coverage of the Hyundai A-League Round 22 as Sydney FC take on Melbourne
Victory at Allianz Stadium, with Lucy Zelic reporting pitch side. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)
**Live**

9:45 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

10:40 pm

Gaycation - France - Ian travels to France, a city he once lived in as a student, to look at
what it's like for LGBTQI people whose stories and struggles are often hidden. (S.2 Ep.4)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(N,A,L)

11:30 pm

Noisey - Nashville With Kesha, Jellyroll - In this episode, Noisey meets hustlers, rebels
and outsiders in the country music capital of the world.(S.2 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

12:20 am

VICE - Fighting Changes - VICE goes ringside in Senegal to learn about laamb, a cross
between Greco-Roman wrestling and dancing, and Shane Smith investigates rising sea
levels in the Maldives. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Driving This Crazy - Take the edge of your seat, buckle up, and hang on
because the team is Driving This Crazy and solving three car crimes from Hollywood! First
up Adam and Jamie tackle the tinsel town tall tale of the Cliff Top Push. When two cars try
and knock each off the road it always results in a long and difficult fender-bending duel.
Adam and Jamie go head to head to find out. Then in Two Wheel WipeOut Adam and
Jamie wonder if the silver screen trick of tipping up on to 2 wheels and driving sideways is
as easy as it seems. And finally, Wanted Car Flip. In 'Wanted' James McAvoy uses
Angelina Jolie's Corvette as a ramp to flip into a barrel roll, a movie move Kari, Grant and
Tory can’t wait to test! (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

Hyundai A-League: Sydney FC V Melbourne Victory - David Zdrilic and Craig Foster
host live coverage of the Hyundai A-League Round 22 as Sydney FC take on Melbourne
Victory at Allianz Stadium, with Lucy Zelic reporting pitch side. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)
**Live**

9:15 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

10:10 pm

Gaycation - France - Ian travels to France, a city he once lived in as a student, to look at
what it's like for LGBTQI people whose stories and struggles are often hidden. (S.2 Ep.4)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(N,A,L)

11:00 pm

Noisey - Nashville With Kesha, Jellyroll - In this episode, Noisey meets hustlers, rebels
and outsiders in the country music capital of the world.(S.2 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

11:50 pm

VICE - Fighting Changes - VICE goes ringside in Senegal to learn about laamb, a cross
between Greco-Roman wrestling and dancing, and Shane Smith investigates rising sea
levels in the Maldives. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

12:25 am

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Driving This Crazy - Take the edge of your seat, buckle up, and hang on
because the team is Driving This Crazy and solving three car crimes from Hollywood! First
up Adam and Jamie tackle the tinsel town tall tale of the Cliff Top Push. When two cars try
and knock each off the road it always results in a long and difficult fender-bending duel.
Adam and Jamie go head to head to find out. Then in Two Wheel WipeOut Adam and
Jamie wonder if the silver screen trick of tipping up on to 2 wheels and driving sideways is
as easy as it seems. And finally, Wanted Car Flip. In 'Wanted' James McAvoy uses
Angelina Jolie's Corvette as a ramp to flip into a barrel roll, a movie move Kari, Grant and
Tory can’t wait to test! (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

VICE - Fighting Changes - VICE goes ringside in Senegal to learn about laamb, a cross
between Greco-Roman wrestling and dancing, and Shane Smith investigates rising sea
levels in the Maldives. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

6:00 pm

Hyundai A-League: Sydney FC V Melbourne Victory - David Zdrilic and Craig Foster
host live coverage of the Hyundai A-League Round 22 as Sydney FC take on Melbourne
Victory at Allianz Stadium, with Lucy Zelic reporting pitch side. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)
**Live**

8:45 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

9:40 pm

Gaycation - France - Ian travels to France, a city he once lived in as a student, to look at
what it's like for LGBTQI people whose stories and struggles are often hidden. (S.2 Ep.4)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(N,A,L)

10:30 pm

Noisey - Nashville With Kesha, Jellyroll - In this episode, Noisey meets hustlers, rebels
and outsiders in the country music capital of the world.(S.2 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

11:25 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

11:50 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
4:30 pm

Hyundai A-League: Sydney FC V Melbourne Victory - David Zdrilic and Craig Foster
host live coverage of the Hyundai A-League Round 22 as Sydney FC take on Melbourne
Victory at Allianz Stadium, with Lucy Zelic reporting pitch side. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)
**Live**

7:15 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:45 pm

Gaycation - India - Ellen and Ian explore India with guides from the local LGBTQI
community to try and understand how the country can evolve and still maintain its deeprooted traditions. (S.2 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

8:40 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

9:30 pm

Noisey - Nashville With Kesha, Jellyroll - In this episode, Noisey meets hustlers, rebels
and outsiders in the country music capital of the world.(S.2 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

10:25 pm

Vice Does America - The Porno, The Hitchhiker And The Weed - Abdullah, Wilbert, and
Martina visit a Donald Trump-themed porn shoot before heading to Denver to discuss
weed legalisation. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA

10:55 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

11:50 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
12:50 am

Popasia - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination for all
things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest Asian
celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and activities
in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a must-see
live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

1:55 am

NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture,
entertainment and more, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Saturday March 4th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Romanian News - News via satellite from TVRi Bucharest Romania, in Romanian, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hyundai A-League: Sydney FC V Melbourne Victory - David Zdrilic and Craig Foster
host coverage of the Hyundai A-League Round 22 as Sydney FC take on Melbourne
Victory at Allianz Stadium, with Lucy Zelic reporting pitch side. (Sport) (Football/Soccer)
**Replay**

2:10 pm

Ninja Warrior Sweden - Fifteen new contestants fight for five places in the finals! (S.1
Ep.6) (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

3:00 pm

The Last Lesbian Bars - San Francisco, New York, Washington DC, and New Orleans
are four of the biggest gay party meccas in America, yet the cities' lesbian bars keep
shutting down. Why are lesbian bars dying while clubs for gay men continue to thrive?
(From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

3:30 pm

Inhuman Kind - Explore the rapid advancement in robot technology and how it could
shape our future. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A)
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4:00 pm

The Internet Ruined My Life - Aspiring actress, Glee fan and an extra on the show,
Nicole, sent out a harmless tweet about the season finale resulting in a serious spoiler
alert, sullying her name in the industry and ending her acting career before it had the
chance to begin. Sierra McCurdy's misuse of emojis in a comment on a breaking news
story about two officers shot in her home town resulted in some serious death threats. The
harrassment and backlash got so bad her whole family went into hiding. (S.1 Ep.5) (From
the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

The Internet Ruined My Life - After aspiring model Jennifer Box participated in a prank
video called 'Drunk Girl', the backlash on social media was so severe that it resulted in a
collapsed lung and a derailed career. While writing stories for strangers on a typewriter in a
public park, writer Christopher Hemlin found himself the target of online abuse as a
stranger's photo of him sparked countless mocking comments, which eventually escalated
to threats of physical abuse. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Bollywood Star - Inspired by the huge success of the Bollywood movie industry, this fourpart series follows the search for an Australian Bollywood star: an unknown who will go on
to win the prize of a lifetime - a part in a Bollywood film. Renowned Bollywood producer
and director, Mahesh Bhatt, is offering a coveted place in his next movie to one Australian,
giving them the chance to become the next Bollywood star. In the first episode, with a lifechanging prize on offer, hundreds of hopefuls from all over Australia arrive at the open
auditions in Sydney. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Part 1 of 4) (Rpt) G
CC

6:00 pm

A Good Day To Die - While the rest of the world gorges itself on K-Pop, Korean movies,
and smartphones produced by Korean tech giant Samsung, Koreans themselves have
never been more depressed. With over 14,000 of its citizens taking their own lives in 2012,
South Korea has one of the highest rates of suicide in the developed world, despite its
booming economy. These concerning rates have resulted in a lot of national soulsearching and the formation of the 'Well Dying' or 'Near Death' movement which aims to
help people appreciate their lives more and thus reduce the number of suicides. The most
bizarre manifestation of this movement is the rise of 'Fake Funeral' services, where people
are lectured by a philosophical guru, told to write out their own eulogies, and ultimately
climb into a coffin to meditate for 30 minutes so as to experience the afterlife. (From the
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L)

6:25 pm

The Mindy Project - Josh And Mindy's Christmas Party - When Mindy throws an office
Christmas party at her apartment, she is eager for her colleagues to finally meet her
boyfriend, Josh (guest star Tommy Dewey), but her plans go awry when she discovers a
secret that Josh has been hiding. Meanwhile, Jeremy deals with doling out the office
holiday bonuses, much to everyone’s chagrin. (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US) (Comedy Series)
PG

6:50 pm

The Mindy Project - Mindy's Brother - When Mindy’s brother visits from college, he tells
Mindy that he wants to drop out and start a rap career, immediately causing Mindy to
panic. Meanwhile, Danny and Jeremy lift the spirits of their elderly landlord with the hopes
that she will reduce their office rent. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG

7:15 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G
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8:30 pm

10:05 pm

MOVIE:
Fruitvale Station - The story of Oscar Grant III, a 22-year-old Bay Area resident, who
crosses paths with friends, enemies, family, and strangers on the last day of 2008. (From
the US) (Drama) (Movie) (2013) M(D,V,L)
MOVIE:
Rampart - Los Angeles, 1999. Vietnam vet and Rampart Precinct cop Dave Brown is the
last of the renegade law enforcers, working to take care of his family and struggling for his
own survival. Brown is dedicated to doing "the people's dirty work" and asserting his own
unique brand of justice. But when he gets caught on tape beating a suspect, he finds
himself caught in a downward spiral that threatens to engulf everything he holds dear,
drawing the morally bankrupt Brown into a department-wide corruption scandal which
looks likely to seal his fate. (From the US) (Film) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA(S,L) CC

12:00 am

Hate Thy Neighbour - Forbidden Love In Israel - Comedian Jamali Maddix goes eating,
drinking, relaxing and partying with groups spreading hate across the world in an attempt
to figure out what perpetuates their prejudice. In this episode, Jamali takes a trip to the
holy land to meet Lehava, the anti-assimilation group that tries to prevent Arabs and Jews
from marrying. He spends time with Bentzi Gopstein, the group's orthodox leader, who
resides in one of the most contested settlements in the West Bank and has previously
been arrested on suspicion of murder. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(S,L)

1:00 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

